This energetic editorial from the November 1918 issue of NAR is a reaction to the 1917 Espionage Act and its major amendment, the Sedition Act, passed in May 1918. These laws were part of a dramatic expansion of the federal government needed to make the American War Machine run, and barred critics from interfering with enlistment or war mobilization. Not only were the words written in the newspapers being censored, the very paper they were printed on was being limited—but only for columns inches, not ads.

The United States had entered a new kind of war, and an overwhelming majority of legislators felt the need to guard against any sharing of information that would impede the war effort. The Sedition Act passed the House 293-1, and cleared the Senate 48-26. It was repealed in 1920, but its parent, the Espionage Act, was used to prosecute leakers as recently as the Obama administration.

One of the Sedition Act’s detractors was Senator Henry Cabot Lodge, who is quoted at length by Richard Barry in the editorial. Senator Lodge was a Republican and fierce opponent of then-President Woodrow Wilson, and spoke out against the legislation before and after its passage. He even had thinly veiled criticism for newspapers on the subject of complying with the government restrictions: “the attitude taken by most [small newspapers] is the easy one of preferring existence on the Government’s terms rather than the surely hazardous one of attempting to perform a difficult duty toward their readers.”

Truth itself and who can be trusted to publish it grows more slippery by the moment in this America. When calling to mind that “difficult duty toward their readers,” one must ask how the 24-hour cable news tantric fear-gasm is working for us as a country. But a press fighting for its soul—rather than its freedom—is a much longer discussion than this.

While most newspapers went along with these actions in 1917-1918, it was the Espionage Act that was used to temporarily prevent the continuing publication of stories from the Pentagon Papers in 1971. This is where the image of the press as a lion of truth emerges and is dramatized in such films as The Post and Spotlight.

Richard Barry had different concerns in 1918 than we do today when sounding the alarm over threats to press freedom. Threats to circulation via the postal service would no longer harm a newspaper as much as throttling their online content would, which is theoretically possible now that net neutrality currently being debated.

Circulation isn’t how the press is threatened today. From a campaign that verbally abused the press corps, the electoral college has now launched a president into office whose grasp on truth and reaction to truth-telling is less than desirable. And this mouthpiece has created a new environment for newspapers and broadcast journalism to contend with, one where the truth is more slippery than ever.

On January 23, 2018 CNN reported that a young man from Michigan had been arrested the previous week for calling their offices to say he was on the way to “gun the fucking CNN cast down.” Among the racial epithets and insults he had for the journalists of CNN, he called them, “Fake news.” On the same day, our president began a tweet with these words: “Even Crazy Jim Acosta of Fake News CNN . . .”